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1. Abstract
This reports presents the solver written in Matlab (Code in the Appendix) for incompressible Euler equations and
results obtained on solving them for a bump geometry with a given free stream conditions. Results include contour,
mesh plots of flow variables, velocity vector plots, convergence histories etc.
2. Introduction
2.1 Euler equations
2-D compressible Euler equations in Cartesian coordinates in vector form can be written as
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+
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Where U, F and G are vectors given by
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For isoenergetic flow, it becomes possible to remove the energy equation, which reduces computational time, since
one less PDE needs to solve. We construct our scheme without the energy equation.

2.2 Artificial compressibility equations
In this project we will be solving an incompressible flow field. Incompressible Euler equations can be written as

Continuity Eq:
U momentum Eq:

∂u

V momentum Eq:
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+ u ∂x + v ∂y = − ∂x ρ
+ u ∂x + v ∂y = − ∂y ρ

As we can clearly see the above equations are not in quasi linear form (since there is no

∂p
∂t

term in the set of

equations). We will try to convert the above equations into quasi linear from by adding artificial compressibility to all
the three equations even though transient solutions are not physical. This method is called artificial compressibility
method.
So, new equations with artificial compressibility added can be written as

New continuity Eq:
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New U momentum Eq:
New V momentum Eq:
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Where β is a parameter for practical purposes (In our solving it is 20 m/s). Above equations can be written in
divergence form as
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Where [M], q, F are given by
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We do finite volume analysis on this divergence equation (Eq.2). If we integrate in a control volume V, we get the
following equation
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2.3 Grid structure
Eq. 3 can be applied to any arbitrary control volume in our physical domain. Grid generation involves splitting our
domain into control volumes of various different sizes. For this project we will be using a structured grid with
quadratic elements (vertices are called nodes). Since Eq.3 requires areas and volumes of control volume, we are
required to compute areas and volumes of each and every element in our domain. Grid is provided to us (contains
coordinates of the nodes). Plot of nodes is shown in Fig. 1

(3)

Fig. 1

2.4 Flux Construction
Fluxes (second term in the Eq.3) at the interface are calculated using advection based upwinding scheme. Flux at any
cell interface can be written as follows. i+1/2 is the index for the interface between cell i and i+1
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Where ρi ϑ+
1 and ρi+1 ϑ 1 are mass fluxes per unit area coming from left (i) and right (i+1) cell respectively. Nx , Ny
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and A are normal and areas of interface.
To obtain oscillation free solution, second order Laplacian type dissipation is added to the mass flux. Mass flux with
added dissipation is given below

ρi ϑ+ 1 = ρi max(0, ϑi ) + c
i+

2

pi − pi+1
2γ

ρi+1 ϑ− 1 = ρi+1 min(0, ϑi+1 ) + c
i+

2

pi − pi+1
2γ

C is any constant (0.5 and 1.0), ϒ is maximum normal velocity to the surface and ϑi given by

ϑi = ui nx + vi ny

Similarly fluxes are calculated for all the four interfaces of a cell. So on integrating the Eq. 3, we get the following
equation.
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2.5 Updating Solution
Numerical form of the Eq.4 will be
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q
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Above vector equation can be written separately as a set of three equations as
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2.6 Time stepping
Time step construction is the critical part in advancing the solution. It decides the convergence and divergence of the
solution. Local time step for each cell is obtained as follows
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Using local time step implies each cell marches towards the steady state at its own rate, so the intermediate steps are
not physical. Global time step can be obtained by taking minimum of all the local time steps. But, local time stepping
converges faster towards steady solution. In our project we have used local time stepping for faster convergence.

2.7 Boundary conditions
2.7.1 Inflow and Outflow boundary conditions
For ghost cells inflow boundary conditions are fixing two variables and extrapolating one variable from its adjacent
physical domain cell. In our solving we took ‘u’ as u∞, ‘v’ as 0 and p as adjacent cells’ pressure. Outflow boundary
conditions are fixing one variable and extrapolating two variables from the domain cell. We fixed ‘v’ as 0 and
extrapolated ‘u’, ‘p’ from domain cells.

2.7.2 Wall boundary conditions
There will be no convective flux at the wall, and it can be implemented as
1
̃
F𝑗−1 = pj−1/2 [nx ] Aj−1
2
2
ny
Where pj−1/2 = (pG + pI )/2

I, G corresponds to domain and ghost cell. By populating values of pressure at ghost cells we get PG = PI, so Pj-1/2 will
become PI

2.7.3 Wall tangency
This implies no net normal velocity at the wall, this can be ensured by computing ghost cell velocity as the mirror
image of domain velocity as given below
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2.8 Residual Norm
Residual norm is constructed to check whether the advanced solution is converging or not. Equation for computing
residue norm is given below

jmax imax

⃗ ‖ = √∑ ∑
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2
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R ij,3 2
+
+
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Where scale1 = ρ∞, scale2 = ρ∞ u∞, scale3 = ρ∞ u∞
Convergence is defined as the ratio of ith iteration reside norm and 1st iteration residue norm. This gives way to stop
the iterations

Convergence =

⃗⃗ ‖
‖R
i
⃗⃗ ‖
‖R
1

Convergence with iteration is plotted while post processing. Appropriate minimum limit for the convergence is called
tolerance.

2.9 Post processing
Flow variables at nodes of the mesh are computed by taking the average of all the four surrounding cells. The variable
at the nodes are used for visualizing the flow field. For our project we have done Convergence plots, contour, mesh
plots of variables, velocity vector plots etc.

3. Programming
Initially program for solving these incompressible Euler equations was done in Python, due to python’s heavy run
time we couldn’t compute enough iterations to reach steady state. So, we reprogrammed the solver in Matlab.
Comparing Python and Matlab: Python’s run time is relatively much higher than an equivalent code in Matlab.
Debugging is much easier in Matlab due to its inbuilt plotting tools and debugger. Even code development is faster
Matlab.

4. Results
Solver is tested for a bump geometry with the following inflow conditions
Inflow conditions: P∞ = 101325 Pa, U∞ = 20 m/s, V∞ = 0 m/s, ρ∞ = 1.225 kg/m3
Other parameters: β = 20 m/s, cfl = 0.1, Max iterations = 50000, Tolerance = 10-5
Post processing results are given in this section. We advanced our solution with ‘c’ (dissipation factor as defined in
section 2.4) = 0.5 and 1.0. Local time stepping is done to increase the convergence. We use the following bump
notations (given in fig).
B

A

C

4.1 Convergence histories
Convergence (as defined in the section 2.8) is plotted against iterations in log scale. This is important because it tells
us how close our solution to the steady state solution is. Convergence for both ‘c’ = 0.5 and 1.0 are plotted in the same
figure to compare convergence rates. We ran program for 50000 iterations with a tolerance of 10-5.

Fig 4.1 Log (Convergence) Vs Log (Iterations)

Observations and comments: For c = 1.0, program has terminated after 44613 iterations on reaching the convergence
of 10-5, as in case of c = 0.5 it completley ran for 50000 iterations with the final convergence = 1.2546e-04.
Convergence rate is higher for c= 1.0 which is clear from the plot. It is expected becauses dissipation added to the
mass flux which helps in minimising residual is proportional to ‘c’. Convergence rate is increased after 35000
iteration in both cases. Since the convergence is of order 10-4, we can assume that the steady state is reached. Added
dissipation is not sufficient, which is evident from the oscillations in the convergence. Oscillations in the convergence
will result in an oscillatory solution. We will see in coming sections that except for the convergence, both values of c
have almost same distribution of flow variables etc.

4.2 Pressure mesh and contour plots
Pressure variation across the domain is visualized using mesh and contour plots. Mesh plot is a colored plot with the
color value proportional to the magnitude of pressure. Contours give equal pressure lines.
Mesh plots for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.2 Pressure mesh plot for c = 0.5 (3D-view)

Fig 4.3 Pressure mesh plot for c = 0.5 (2D-view)

Mesh plots for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.4 Pressure mesh plot for c = 1.0 (3D-view)

Fig 4.5 Pressure mesh plot for c = 1.0 (2D-view)

Contour plot for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.6 Pressure contour for c = 0.5

Contour plot for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.7 Pressure contour for c = 1.0

Observations and comments on pressure distribution:

Inflow pressure: 101325 Pa
Minimum pressure for c = 1.0: 101182.06829 Pa and for c = 0.5: 101180.59191 Pa
Maximum pressure for c = 1.0: 101436.24598 Pa and for c = 0.5: 101445.97193 Pa
Solutions for both c =1.0 and 0.5 converged to a same distribution of pressure with just a few Pa in difference (with
max difference of 16.8913 Pa at the max peak). So, following comments hold true for both c values.

Distribution is almost symmetric about x= 0. Maximum pressure is obtained at points A and C with minimum
pressure at B as expected because flow decelerates before the bump near point A increasing the pressure, flow on AB
accelerates and reduces the pressure to the minimum and then the flow decelerated again on BC increasing the
pressure again. The two peaks at A and C (seen in the 3D view) are differ by few Pa. Pressure at A is more than C,
may be due to the noise in residuals. From contours, pressure decrease on the bump is pronounced almost near to the
top surface. Significant decrease in pressure is observed till 0.8 units above bump.

4.3 Velocity magnitude mesh and contour plots
Magnitude of velocity is plotted using mesh function. This is to confirm the existence of low and high pressure
regions on the bump and to check whether velocity and pressure fields are in agreement or not.
Mesh plots for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.8 Velocity magnitude mesh plot for c = 0.5(3D view)

Fig 4.9 Velocity magnitude mesh plot for c = 0.5(2D view)

Mesh plots for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.10 Velocity magnitude mesh plot for c = 1.0(3D view)

Fig 4.11 Velocity magnitude mesh plot for c = 1.0 (2D view)

Contour plot for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.12 Velocity magnitude Contour plot for c = 0.5

Contour plot for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.13 Velocity magnitude Contour plot for c = 1.0

Observations and comments on velocity magnitude plots:
Inflow magnitude: 20 m/s
Minimum magnitude for c = 1.0: 14.24591 m/s and for c = 0.5: 14.33651 m/s
Maximum magnitude for c = 1.0: 24.81311 m/s and for c = 0.5: 25.07598 m/s
Calculating maximum velocity using Bernoulli Equation on the bump point B (we use min pressure from the pressure
plots).
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So, V = 25.1688 m/s which is near to 24.81 or 25.07 (from velocity plots), a simple check for our solver. There is no
significant deviation in the solution from c = 1.0 to 0.5. So, following comments hold true for both c values.
Distribution is almost symmetric about x= 0. Maximum magnitude of velocity is obtained at points B and minimum at
points A and C (which are in unison with the max and min pressure distribution) as expected because flow decelerates
before the bump near point A decreasing the velocity, flow on AB accelerates and increases velocity to the max and
then the flow decelerated again on BC decreasing the velocity again. The two min peaks at A and C (seen in the 3D
view) don’t have same magnitude (minute difference). Magnitude at C is more than A, may be due to the noise in
residuals. There is a peculiar decrease in the magnitude (not much) on the right side of bump near bottom wall
(similar aberration is not seen in pressure distribution. Both u and v components show the decrease in magnitude
here). This decrease is more in case of c = 1.0 (may be added dissipation is more than required) which is evident from
contour plots. Significant increase in magnitude is observed till 0.8 units above bump. Since it is not a semicircular
bump, magnitude is not zero at A and C.

4.4 U component mesh plots
U component of the velocity is plotted on a mesh.
Mesh plot for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.14 U component mesh plot for c = 0.5 (3D-view)

Fig 4.15 U component mesh plot for c = 0.5 (2D-view)

Mesh plot for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.16 U component mesh plot for c = 1.0 (3D-view)

Fig 4.17 U component mesh plot for c = 1.0 (2D-view)

Observations and comments on U component plots:
Inflow value: 20 m/s
Minimum value for c = 1.0: 13.96573 m/s and for c = 0.5: 14.06802 m/s
Maximum value for c = 1.0: 24.80616 m/s and for c = 0.5: 25.06873 m/s
Clearly there is no significant deviation in the solution from c = 1.0 to 0.5. So, following comments hold true for both
values of c. Distribution is symmetric on the bump with maximum at point B and minimum at points A and C as
expected, same as velocity magnitude. On the wall surface to the right side of bump there is slight decrease in velocity
when compared to left side. This is more predominant in case of c = 1.0, may be due to added dissipation, which
would have been more than required. Significant increase in magnitude is observed till 0.8 units above bump.

4.5 V velocity mesh plots
V component of the velocity is plotted using mesh function to verify the turning of flow around the bump.

Mesh plots for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.18 V component mesh plot for c = 0.5 (3D-view)

Fig 4.19 V component mesh plot for c = 0.5 (2D-view)

Mesh plots for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.20 V component mesh plot for c = 1.0 (3D-view)

Fig 4.21 V component mesh plot for c = 1.0 (3D-view)

Observations and comments on V component plots:
Inflow value: 0 m/s
Minimum value for c = 1.0: -6.05072 m/s and for c = 0.5: -6.06216 m/s
Maximum value for c = 1.0: 5.93128 m/s and for c = 0.5: 6.14327 m/s
Clearly there is no significant deviation in the solution from c = 1.0 to 0.5. So, following comments hold true for both
values of c. Velocity is positive on AB, which causes the flow to turn upwards to align with the bump surface,
whereas on BC velocity is negative to again make the flow align with the bump surface. As seen in the 3D plots, there
is a slight decrease in the velocity on the wall surface right to the bump (form 3D plots, not clearly visible on 2D
plots) and there is small spike closer to the maximum peak.

4.6 Velocity vector plot
Velocity vectors at each node is plotted with velocity magnitude as color background. As vectors are too dense to
visualize, we seek a clear understanding of velocity vector field by analyzing the zoomed vector field near the bump.
Vector plot for c = 0.5:

Fig 4.22 Velocity vector plot for c = 0.5

Fig 4.23 Velocity vector plot zoomed near bump for c = 0.5

Vector plot for c = 1.0:

Fig 4.24 Velocity vector plot for c = 1.0

Fig 4.25 Velocity vector plot zoomed near bump for c = 1.0

Observations and comments on velocity vector plots:
Flow tangency is absolutely satisfied near the walls. We can clearly see the turning of vectors on the bump as they try
to align with the bump curvature. Turning of the vectors is prominent till 0.8 units on the bump and from x = -0.6 to
0.6. Flow look completely symmetric. There is no significant difference in the flows for c = 1.0 and 0.5.

5. General Conclusions
Flow field is completely as expected for both values of c with maximum pressures at A, C and minimum pressure at B
and velocity field in complete agreement with the pressure field. Turning of flow is observed on the bump.
Convergence rate is higher for c = 1.0 as expected though small oscillations are present.

6. Appendix
6.1. Matlab program:
Matlab program for the solver. X and Y coordinates of grid nodes is imported.
%
% Incompressible Euler solver
% Group 3 Project 1
% R D Teja
% N. Sai Krishna
% maximum number of nodes
imax = 97;
jmax = 49;
%
%
X
Y

import data of node coordinates
written node coordinates in txt seperatley
= importdata('xCoord.txt');
= importdata('yCoord.txt');

% declaring area variables
xarea = zeros(imax,jmax-1,2);
yarea = zeros(imax-1,jmax,2);
%calculating area normal
%xarea
xarea(1:imax,1:jmax-1,1)
xarea(1:imax,1:jmax-1,2)
%yarea
yarea(1:imax-1,1:jmax,1)
yarea(1:imax-1,1:jmax,2)

= Y(1:imax,2:jmax)-Y(1:imax,1:jmax-1);
= X(1:imax,1:jmax-1)-X(1:imax,2:jmax);
= Y(1:imax-1,1:jmax) - Y(2:imax,1:jmax);
= X(2:imax,1:jmax)-X(1:imax-1,1:jmax);

%calculate area magnitude
xareamag(:,:) = sqrt(xarea(:,:,1).*xarea(:,:,1)+xarea(:,:,2).*xarea(:,:,2));
yareamag(:,:) = sqrt(yarea(:,:,1).*yarea(:,:,1)+yarea(:,:,2).*yarea(:,:,2));
% area normals
%xarea
xarean(1:imax,1:jmax-1,1)
xarean(1:imax,1:jmax-1,2)
%yarea
yarean(1:imax-1,1:jmax,1)
yarean(1:imax-1,1:jmax,2)

= xarea(1:imax,1:jmax-1,1)./xareamag(1:imax,1:jmax-1);
= xarea(1:imax,1:jmax-1,2)./xareamag(1:imax,1:jmax-1);
= yarea(1:imax-1,1:jmax,1)./yareamag(1:imax-1,1:jmax);
= yarea(1:imax-1,1:jmax,2)./yareamag(1:imax-1,1:jmax);

% declaring vol variables
vol = zeros(imax-1,jmax-1);
% calculating vol

% We don’t use this for local time stepping anyway
for j = 1:jmax-1
for i = 1:imax-1
vol(i,j)= (0.5*abs((X(i+1,j+1)-X(i,j))*(Y(i,j+1)-Y(i,j))-(Y(i+1,j+1)Y(i,j))*(X(i,j+1)-X(i,j)))+0.5*abs((X(i+1,j+1)-X(i,j))*(Y(i+1,j)-Y(i,j))-(Y(i+1,j+1)Y(i,j))*(X(i+1,j)-X(i,j))));
end
end
%Inflow boundary conditions
pInfi = 101325; %#pressure in pascals
uInfi = 20 ;%# u vel in m/s
vInfi = 0 ;%# v vel in m/s
density = 1.225 ;% # density
%iterCount = 10000; %given from console
toler = 1e-5;
cDis = 0.5; % c
beta = 20; %# m/s beta

% Variables q for p,u,v decleration
q = zeros(imax+1,jmax+1,3);
%residual decleration
res1 = zeros(imax+1,jmax+1,3);
%# Initializing to inflow flow conditions
q(:,:,1) = pInfi;
q(:,:,2) = uInfi;
q(:,:,3) = vInfi;

% Main iteration
% useful variables
%
tGlobal = 0 ;%# Global time step
resNorm = 0 ;%# First iteration residual norm
resNormI1 = 0;% # ith iteration res norm
cfl = 0.1 ;%# cfl number for calculating time steps
denUinfi = density*uInfi;
conv(iterCount)=0;
[vnp1,vnm1,rm1,rp1,dp1,dm1,mPlus1,mMinus1] = deal(zeros(imax,jmax-1)); %for fFlux
[vnp2,vnm2,rm2,rp2,dp2,dm2,mPlus2,mMinus2] = deal(zeros(imax-1,jmax)); % for gFlux
betaSqr1(1:imax,1:jmax-1) = beta*beta;
betaSqr2(1:imax-1,1:jmax)=beta*beta;
zeros1(1:imax,1:jmax-1) = 0;
zeros2(1:imax-1,1:jmax) = 0;
%flux variables decleration
fFlux1 = zeros(imax,jmax-1,3);
gFlux1 = zeros(imax-1,jmax,3);
% #
% #
% # No penetration condition - No convective flux
% # Bottom and top wall
% # Only pressure fluxes
% #
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1,1)=0;
gFlux1(1:imax-1,jmax,1)=0;
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1,2)= q(2:imax,2,1).*yarea(1:imax-1,1,1);
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1,3)= q(2:imax,2,1).*yarea(1:imax-1,1,2);
%
% main loop starts
for iters = 1:iterCount
%
# Inflow bounday conditions
%
# Fixing u,v to infi conds and extrapolating p from I for G
%
#
q(1,:,1) = q(2,:,1); %# pressure

q(1,:,2) = uInfi;
q(1,:,3) = vInfi;
%
#
%
#
%
# Outflow bounday conditions
%
# Fixing v to 0 and extrapolate p,u from I for G
%
#
q(imax+1,:,1) = q(imax,:,1); %# pressure
q(imax+1,:,2) = q(imax,:,2) ;
q(imax+1,:,3) = 0;
%
#
%
#
%
# Wall bounday conditions
%
#
%
# 'p' at G is equal to the 'p' at I
%
# Bottom and Top wall conds
%
#
q(:,1,1) = q(:,2,1);
q(:,jmax+1,1) = q(:, jmax,1);
%Calculation fluxes Fij
% mass flux plus
vnp1(1:imax,1:jmax-1) = q(1:imax,2:jmax,2).*xarean(1:imax,1:jmax-1,1)+
q(1:imax,2:jmax,3).*xarean(1:imax,1:jmax-1,2);
rp1 = 0.5*(abs(vnp1)+sqrt(vnp1.^2 + 4*betaSqr1));
dp1 = (0.5*cDis*(q(1:imax,2:jmax,1)-q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,1)))./rp1;
mPlus1 = (density *max(zeros1,vnp1)+dp1).*xareamag;
% mass flux minus
vnm1(1:imax,1:jmax-1) = q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,2).*xarean(1:imax,1:jmax-1,1)+
q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,3).*xarean(1:imax,1:jmax-1,2);
rm1 = 0.5 * (abs(vnm1) + sqrt( vnm1.^2+4*betaSqr1));
dm1 = (0.5*cDis*(q(1:imax,2:jmax,1)-q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,1)))./rm1;
mMinus1 = (density *min(zeros1,vnm1)+dm1).*xareamag;
%flux calculations
fFlux1(1:imax,1:jmax-1,1)= mPlus1+mMinus1;
fFlux1(1:imax,1:jmax-1,2)= mPlus1.*q(1:imax,2:jmax,2)+
mMinus1.*q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,2)+0.5*(q(1:imax,2:jmax,1)+q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,1)).*xarea(1:imax,1:jm
ax-1,1);
fFlux1(1:imax,1:jmax-1,3)= mPlus1.*q(1:imax,2:jmax,3)+
mMinus1.*q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,3)+0.5*(q(1:imax,2:jmax,1)+q(2:imax+1,2:jmax,1)).*xarea(1:imax,1:jm
ax-1,2);
%Calculation fluxes Gij
% mass flux plus
vnp2(1:imax-1,1:jmax) = q(2:imax,1:jmax,2).*yarean(1:imax-1,1:jmax,1)+
q(2:imax,1:jmax,3).*yarean(1:imax-1,1:jmax,2);
rp2= 0.5*(abs(vnp2)+sqrt(vnp2.^2 + 4*betaSqr2));
dp2= (0.5*cDis*(q(2:imax,1:jmax,1)-q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,1)))./rp2;
mPlus2= (density *max(zeros2,vnp2)+dp2).*yareamag;
%mass flux minus
vnm2(1:imax-1,1:jmax) = q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,2).*yarean(1:imax-1,1:jmax,1)+
q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,3).*yarean(1:imax-1,1:jmax,2);
rm2 = 0.5 * (abs(vnm2) + sqrt( vnm2.^2+4*betaSqr2));
dm2 = (0.5*cDis*(q(2:imax,1:jmax,1)-q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,1)))./rm2;
mMinus2= (density *min(zeros2,vnm2)+dm2).*yareamag;
%flux calculations
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1:jmax,1)= mPlus2+mMinus2;
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1:jmax,2)= mPlus2.*q(2:imax,1:jmax,2)+
mMinus2.*q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,2)+0.5*(q(2:imax,1:jmax,1)+q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,1)).*yarea(1:imax1,1:jmax,1);
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1:jmax,3)= mPlus2.*q(2:imax,1:jmax,3)+
mMinus2.*q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,3)+0.5*(q(2:imax,1:jmax,1)+q(2:imax,2:jmax+1,1)).*yarea(1:imax1,1:jmax,2);
% # No penetration condition - No convective flux
% # Bottom and top wall

% # Only pressure fluxes
% #
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1,1)=0;
gFlux1(1:imax-1,jmax,1)=0;
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1,2)= q(2:imax,2,1).*yarea(1:imax-1,1,1);
gFlux1(1:imax-1,1,3)= q(2:imax,2,1).*yarea(1:imax-1,1,2);

%calculating residual
res1(2:imax,2:jmax,:) = fFlux1(2:imax,1:jmax-1,:) - fFlux1(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1,:)+
gFlux1(1:imax-1,2:jmax,:) - gFlux1(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1,:);
%calculating residual norm
res11 = (res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1)/density).^2;
res12 = (res1(2:imax,2:jmax,2)/denUinfi).^2;
res13 = (res1(2:imax,2:jmax,3)/denUinfi).^2;
resNormI1 = sqrt(sum(res11(:))+sum(res12(:))+sum(res13(:)));
% global time step updating solution
% not used
%
tlv(2:imax,2:jmax) = ((2*cfl).*vol(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1))./(xareamag(1:imax-1,1:jmax1).*rm1(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1) + xareamag(2:imax,1:jmax-1).*rp1(2:imax,1:jmax-1)+yareamag(1:imax1,1:jmax-1).*rm2(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1)+yareamag(1:imax-1,2:jmax).*rp2(1:imax-1,2:jmax));
%
tlv2 = tlv(2:imax,2:jmax);
%
tGlobal = min(tlv2(:));
%
q(2:imax,2:jmax,1)= q(2:imax,2:jmax,1) ((beta^2*tGlobal)*res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1))./vol(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1);
%
q(2:imax,2:jmax,2)= q(2:imax,2:jmax,2) - ((tGlobal/density)*(res1(2:imax,2:jmax,2) q(2:imax,2:jmax,2).*res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1)))./vol(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1);
%
q(2:imax,2:jmax,3)= q(2:imax,2:jmax,3) - ((tGlobal/density)*(res1(2:imax,2:jmax,3) q(2:imax,2:jmax,3).*res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1)))./vol(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1);
%
% local time stepping
% directly calculate time/volume
tlv(2:imax,2:jmax) = (2*cfl)./(xareamag(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1).*rm1(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1) +
xareamag(2:imax,1:jmax-1).*rp1(2:imax,1:jmax-1)+yareamag(1:imax-1,1:jmax-1).*rm2(1:imax1,1:jmax-1)+yareamag(1:imax-1,2:jmax).*rp2(1:imax-1,2:jmax));
% update solution
q(2:imax,2:jmax,1)= q(2:imax,2:jmax,1) (beta^2*res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1)).*tlv(2:imax,2:jmax);
q(2:imax,2:jmax,2)= q(2:imax,2:jmax,2) - ((1/density)*(res1(2:imax,2:jmax,2) q(2:imax,2:jmax,2).*res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1))).*tlv(2:imax,2:jmax);
q(2:imax,2:jmax,3)= q(2:imax,2:jmax,3) - ((1/density)*(res1(2:imax,2:jmax,3) q(2:imax,2:jmax,3).*res1(2:imax,2:jmax,1))).*tlv(2:imax,2:jmax);

% init res norm
if iters==1
resNorm = resNormI1;
elseif (resNormI1/resNorm)< toler
break
end
% convergence history
conv(iters) = resNormI1/resNorm;
%end of main iteration loop
end

% flow tangency condition
%
q(2:imax,1,2) = q(2:imax,2,2) - (2*(q(2:imax,2,2).*yarean(1:imax1,1,1)+q(2:imax,2,3).*yarean(1:imax-1,1,2))).*yarean(1:imax-1,1,1);

q(2:imax,1,3) = q(2:imax,2,3) - (2*(q(2:imax,2,2).*yarean(1:imax1,1,1)+q(2:imax,2,3).*yarean(1:imax-1,1,2))).*yarean(1:imax-1,1,2);
% for top wall surface
q(2:imax,jmax+1,2) = q(2:imax,jmax,2) - (2*(q(2:imax,jmax,2).*yarean(1:imax1,jmax,1)+q(2:imax,jmax,3).*yarean(1:imax-1,jmax,2))).*yarean(1:imax-1,jmax,1);
q(2:imax,jmax+1,3) = q(2:imax,jmax,3) - (2*(q(2:imax,jmax,2).*yarean(1:imax1,jmax,1)+q(2:imax,jmax,3).*yarean(1:imax-1,jmax,2))).*yarean(1:imax-1,jmax,2);
% calculating at nodes for post processing
qNodes(1:imax,1:jmax,:) =
0.25*(q(2:imax+1,2:jmax+1,:)+q(1:imax,2:jmax+1,:)+q(1:imax,1:jmax,:)+q(2:imax+1,1:jmax,:));

6.2 Post processing code
Code for drawing plots in Matlab is given below
figure(1);
plot(log10(1:iterCount),log10(conv(1:iterCount)));
title('Log(Convergence) vs Log (Iterations) for ');
xlabel('Log(Iterations)');
ylabel('Log Convergence');
figure(2);
plot(conv(1:iterCount));
title('Convergence vs Iterations ');
xlabel('Iterations');
ylabel('Convergence');
figure(3);
mesh(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,1));
title('Pressure mesh for c = ','FontSize', 14);
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
figure(4);
mesh(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,2));
title('U mesh');
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
figure(5);
mesh(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,3));
title('V mesh');
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
figure(6);
mesh(X,Y,sqrt(qNodes(:,:,3).^2+qNodes(:,:,2).^2));
title('V2+U2 mesh for c = ','FontSize', 14);
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
zlabel('Velocity (m)')
figure(7);
contour(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,1),40);
title('Pressure contour for c = ','FontSize', 14);
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
figure(8);
contour(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,2),40);
title('U contour');
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
figure(9);
contour(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,3),40);
title('V contour');
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
figure(10);
quiver(X,Y,qNodes(:,:,2),qNodes(:,:,3));
title('Velocity vector plot');
xlabel('X-Coord');

ylabel('Y-Coord');
h = pcolor(X,Y,sqrt(qNodes1(:,:,3).^2+qNodes1(:,:,2).^2));
hold on
title('Velocity vector plot for c = 0.5');
xlabel('X-Coord');
ylabel('Y-Coord');
quiver(X,Y,qNodes1(:,:,2),qNodes1(:,:,3),0.5,'black');
set(h,'EdgeColor', 'none');
shading interp
hold off

